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As Liberia heads toward the 2023 general elections, political parties have begun conventions 

and primaries for nominating candidates for the presidency and seats in the Legislature. As 

internal political party nomination processes are the bedrock of internal party democracy, 

LEON calls on political parties to ensure that they promote fair, credible, and peaceful 

nominations processes and campaigns.  

 

LEON notes that it is essential for political parties to ensure their nomination processes strictly 

comply with the Constitution, the Elections Law, and other party legal frameworks. LEON also 

calls for the timely announcement of timelines for identifying aspiring candidates. We urge 

political parties to tame violence during conventions and provide effective dispute resolution 

mechanisms, including the right to seek redress from external dispute resolution mechanisms 

created by law. 

 

In addition, convention rules must adhere to the provisions of section 4.5 of the New Elections 

Law, providing that the list of candidates for elections and party structures must be 

representative of at least 30% of either gender. In addition, the parties should address the 

representation and participation of Special Interest Groups, including women, youth, persons 

living with disability, ethnic minorities, and marginalized groups, including lowering 

nominations fees to increase their participation. 

 

Lastly, LEON remains committed to assisting all political parties in conducting fair and 

credible nomination processes and providing oversight (observing) of the process. LEON will 

deploy its LTOs to observe the conventions and encourage political parties to extend invitations 

to the organization to provide oversight of the process.   

 

 

__________________________________end______________________________________ 

 

The Liberia Elections Observation Network (LEON) is a platform of four Liberian civil 

society organizations, the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission (JPC), Liberia Crusaders 

for Peace (LCP), Federation of Liberian Youth (FLY), and National Union of Organizations 

for the Disabled (NUOD). I t s  overall goal is to meaningfully contribute to the 

democratization process in Liberia by providing an avenue for civil society to participate in 

monitoring and observing elections and democratic processes in Liberia. 

 


